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Spectral Narrowing in High-Gain Lasers

Absfracf-The dependence of spectral narrowing in lasers on the
line-broadening mechanism is investigated including the effects of
saturation and distributed loss. I t is found that in the unsaturated
regimethe narrowing is essentiallyindependent of theresonance
broadening mechanism and the narrowed line approaches a Gaussian. The onset of saturation slows or reversesthenarrowing
process. Experimental results have been obtained using
a 3.51-p
xenon laser.

Doppler broadening. The homogeneous and Doppler line
widths are
respectively by Av,, and AvD. ~h~derivation can be generalized in a straightforward fashion t o
the interaction with anOptical Continuum and the resultiS
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I. INTRODUCTION

7 PECTRAL narrowing refers to the fact t’hat under

3

some circumstances radiationincident on a laser
amplifierorgeneratedwithin
an amplifier will
emerge with a spectrum which is narrower than the one i t
started with [ l ]. I n high-gain lasers spectral narrowing
may be substantial and can provide a highly stable and
monochroma.ticlightsource.
The applications of such
optical
frequency
standards
in
metrology are well
known [ a ] . Comparison of the input and output spectra
of alaseramplifiermightprovideasensitive
indirect
measurement of t,heamplifiergain.
The Duruose of this paper
- - is to st;udy in some det,ail
the influence of anamplifying mediumon a spectral
continuumincluding the effects of saturationanddistributed loss. Emphasis is placed on the
important
problem of superradiance. but narrowing in ot,her amplifiers
is also corkdered and’limiting line wrdths are determined.
The starting_point
for this investigation
is ageneral
_
expression for the incremental gain of a monochromatic
signal in a laser amplifier. From the derivation of Gordon et a,l. [ 3 ] the intensity of radiation at the frequency
V~ in a Doppler broadened medium is described
by
I

where I (yz) is the spectral density at the frequency yz.
Thisresult neglects any coherentinteractionbetween
the frequency components of the spectrum. However, it.is
found in practice t.hat evenwithmonochromatic fields
coherence effects are usuallyunimportant [4] and t,he
of useful
neglect of coherence makes possible a number
analyt.icsolutions. ,41so, the extreme saturation that is
necessary for coherence effects is generally found to impede the narrowing process, so thatinany
practical
situation strong saturation would be avoided.

A

1

(1)

where y(.) = 2 ( v - v0)/Avhis a normalizedfrequency,
k is a pumpingconstant, s is a saturationparameter,
E = ( A ~ A v D )
andthenatural
dampingratio
measures the relativeimportance of homogeneous and
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11. UNSATURATED
AMPLIFIERS
In an unsaturated amplifier the growth of an intensity
is governed by

~_ dz

z, - g(y,)I(y,,

4

-

ffI(Yl,

4

+ 77g(yJ.

(3)

The unsaturated increment,al gain spectrum g(yz) is, for
simplicity, assumed to be independent of the distance x.
The second term on t.he right side of ( 3 ) represents distributed losses. The last term is the
sDontaneous emission,which hasthesamefrequency
dependence g (yz)
as the incremental gain. This one-dimensional model is
approximatelyvalid in narrowbore amplifiershaving
alengthmuchgreater
than the diameter. The coefficient
7 is then proportional to the spontaneous
emission rate
and to a geometrical factor that depends on the amplifier dimensions. A more rigorous three-dimensiona,l treatment would have to account for the spatial dist.ribut,ion
of the emitting atoms [5], the strong- focusing- effects that
are common inhigh-gainlasers
[ 6 ] , and reflections a t
t,heboundaries of the amplifyingmedium. Solving for
an amplifier of length z yields

Superradiance will be considered first. I n asuperradiant source there is no input and if losses are negli-
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gible (4) simplifies to
I(Y2,

2) =

d e x p [9(Yzbl - 1).

(5)

Defining f(y2)as the fraction of t.he line center intensity
at the frequency yz yields

Most lasers can be
classed as either homogeneously or
inhomogeneously broadened and only these cases will be
consideredhere.
For homogeneous broadening ( E >> 1) and no saturation the gainfrom ( 2 ) is simply the Lorent,zian
where A, = (zg,)-l/n.
At largedistances
cancel,leaving
The spectralwidth, defined astheseparation between
the twofrequenciesat,
whic,h the spect,ralintensityis
down t o 4 its peak value, is obtained by combining (7)
with (6) for f = $. Theresultis

For short distances (kz/ &e << 1) the line width given by
(8) is justthe homogeneouslinewidth
Au,,. For long
distances (kz/v‘& >> 1) (8) simplifies t o

Thus the narrowing effect becomes important when the
product g(0)a,, x becomes comparable to unity. The approximateresultgivenby
(9) becomes validafterthe
width is narrowed to about one half of its initial value.
For an unsaturated inhomogeneouslybroadened amplifier (E << 1) and for radiation not too far in the wings
of the line (y2<< 1/2 2) the gain from (2) is the Gaussian
g(Uz)inhom

Combining thiswith

=

IC exp (-

(6) for f =

€2~z2).

(go% >> 1) the zero-order terms

Also, a t verylargedistances
one finds that A, << Awil
so that the Gaussian factor is much narrower than the
others. Consequently, all of the fact,ors but t.he first may
be replaced with their value a t line center. Therefore,

This is in agreement with the previous results for homogeneous and inhomogeneous broadening as may be verified by expanding g(yl) of (7) and (10) in power series
in y zto obtain gz. More generally if the incrementd gain
has several maxima, the emission will eventually resolve
itself into narrowing Gaussian lines centered on the gain
maxima.This
resolving effect has beenobserved
by
Parks et al. [7].
So far only superradiance has been considered.
If a n
amplifier has an input I(yc, 0) and negligible spontaneous emission, (6) fortheoutputlightspectrumis
replaced by

(10)

4 yields

For short distance (kx << 1) the width of the emission
is equal to the Doppler width
Av,. For longdistances
(kx >> 1) one finds

These results suggest that the narrowing proceeds in
about the same fashion independent of the line broadeningmechanisms. To verifythis conclusion, one may
consider a completely general incremental gain function
q(y2) with a maximum at the frequency yo = 0. Assuming that g (yJ isdifferentiablein the neighborhood of

Atlargedistancesthis

If the input is reasonably
is simply

becomes

smooth the output spectrum

If the input is a narrow Gaussian of width sin, the output will be a Gaussian of width Aout such that

The concept of gainnarrowingissometimesuseful
obviously
instead of spectralnarrowing.Thetwoare
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closely related. If one assumes that. the input spectrum
in(17) is white,thentheintensityfactors
canceland
F ( y l ) is ageneral expression for the gainspectrum of
an amplifier normalized to unity on line center. Expressions for the gain line svidt,h! for example, are then obtained by sett,ing F equal to one half and solving (17)
for yz1/2. For an inhomogeneouslybroadenedamplifier
theresultsmay
be madeto
conformwith
tphose of
Hotz [8].
In summary, one may conclude that in an unsaturated
amplifier t.he width of the amplified spectrum decreases
withdistance. Theshape of thespectrumapproaches
a Gaussia.n as the effective part of t,he gain approaches
a quadratic. As an example, in a helium-xenon discharge
the gain may be 400 dB/m [5] or nearly k = 100 so t h a t
the spectrum of asuperradiant) source 1 m long would
of tenprobe narrowedaccording t o (12)byafactor
vidcd saturationdid not. occur. TheDopplerwidth
of
xenon a t room temperatureisabout hv,, = 100 MHz,
so t.he narrowed radiation would have a width of about
10 MHz. Since the frequencyofthe
3.51-p transit’ion
is about lo8 MHz, the light would be monochromatic to
a part in lo7. Collimation in a long high-gain gas laser
is taken care of by the gain profile of the medium itdifficulty in conself [6] and there should not be much
structing a gasdischargeamplifier of arbitrary length.
However, care is necessary to prevent saturation as will
be shown in the next section.
111. SATURATION
EFFECTS
The intensity of amplified spontaneous emission can
easily reach the saturation level. When this happens the
behavior of the spectrum becomes considerablymore
complicated andfora
completelygeneral
treatment
computersolutions arerequired.We presenthere analytic solutionsforcertain
important limiting situations
and also some generalcomputerresults.
For a homogeneously broadenedamplifier all of the
factorsbuttheGaussianmay
be removed from the
integral in ( 2 ) . The result of the integration is

1972

To proceed, expressions for h ( x ) must beobtained.
For anintensityspectrumthat
is narrow compared
to h v I L(22) becomes

where I , is the total intensity. Such aspectrum would
be obtained, for example, at largedistances ( g (0)h,&
>> 1) in asuperradiant amplifier. Toevaluate h ( x ),
i t is first necessary to find expressions for I,. I n t,his approximation
(21)
may
be inkgrated over
frequency
yielding
,

(25)

Thusinanunsaturated
according to

amplifier the intensity grows

while ina highly saturated amplifier t,he intensity is
governed by

Theintensityinthesaturated
amplifiereventually
reaches the point at which the loss term - , d t , which
was neglect,ed initially,iscomparabletothesaturated
gain term. If losses arc included, the int,ensityis governedby

which for sIt

>>

1 has the steady-state solution

These results may be collected as
where

I,, exp

[+J

lossless
unsaturated
regime

lossless
I, =
IC2
and distributed losses are ignored. Thus the gain profile
saturated
I,,
4;es
remainsLorentzian even withsaturation,althoughits
regime
amplitude decreases. The quadratic term in the frequency
k
loss-limited
expansion of the gain decreases in magnitude and hence
4;€as
saturated regime.
(30)
a narrowGaussianbeam
will continue to narrow, but
at a reduced rat,e as saturation becomes important. SolvThey are similar to Rigrod’s solutions [9] for monochroing as before yields for large distances
matic radiation a t gain center.
Using (24)and(30),(23)may
bewritten for large
distances as

+

~

~
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Theseresultsarevalidprovided
thatthespectrum
is
much narrower than the homogeneous line width before Fig. 1. Superradiantnarrowing in a homogeneouslybroadened
amplifier for various values of E = ST.
saturation sets in. As the gain is pulled down by saturation, the narrowing rate is slowed. When losses become
important, the gain curve is clamped and the narrowing
speeds u p again. I n a homogeneously broadened amplifier
neither saturation nor losses stop the narrowing process.
In Fig. 1 are some numerical solutions for the line width
of the emission from a homogeneously broadened superradiant laser amplifier as a function of the normalized
distance Zhom= kz/( f i e In 2). For simplicity losses
are assumed tobe negligible. Theparameterinthese
plots is the product 8 = sv.
I
I
1
I
1
0
IO
20
40
50
For a n inhomogeneously broadened amplifier (e << 1)
30
i t will be assumed that the intensity is nearly uniform
Fig. 2. Superradiant narrowing in a Doppler broadened amplifier
over a natural line width. Then the intensity spectrum
for various values of E = sq.
mayberemovedfromthedenominatorintegralin
(2)
and the result simplifies t o
It is evident that the effects of saturation on narrowing in a n inhomogeneously broadened amplifier are significantly different from the effects in a homogeneously
The spectral densityI (yl) is found in the variousregions broadened amplifier. In theinhomogeneous case the onset
from (32) in a manner essentially identical to t,he homo- of saturation reverses the narrowing process and restores
the radiation to its Doppler line shape. This occurs begeneous case. The results are
cause the center of the line saturates first, while the
wings
lossless
cont.inue to grow exponentially.Thisanalysisisvalid
unsaturated provided that the intensity spectrum remains broadcomregime
pared to the homogeneous line width. If the spect,rum becomes narrow compared t o h v h , the rebroadening would
lossless
be expected to occurmore slowly. Some numericalresaturated
sults for superradiant narrowing in an inhomogeneously
regime
broadened laser are shown in Fig.2.
loss-limited
The minimum line width for a simple inhomogeneous
saturated
superradiant source maybereadilycalculated.From
regime
(32) i t is evident thatsaturation becomes important
.
using
( 5 ) , onefinds t h a t
when I(y0) = 1 1 ~ s Then,
(33)
saturation occurs a t a distance zsat given approximately
and consequently the spectral width for large didances is by
,
lossless
unsaturated
4% regime

AJ’iDhorn
Av,

-

I’

lossless

Use of this expression in (12) yields the minimum line
width

saturated
regime
loss-limited
saturated regime.

(34)
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Using the approximatenumbers given previously for s
Thus,if,for example, 7 e 5 X
W/mzand s N 6 X
would be narmzJW in a xenon laser, then the Doppler line canbe and 7, onefinds t,hattheDopplerline
narrowed by at most a factor of about 5.5 before satura- rowed by a factor of about 4 X lo-?. A Doppler width
tion becomes important a t a distance(for 7c N 15) of of Av, N los H z could yield an intensity spectrum of
about 2.0 m. These values for7 and s are judged t.0 be rea- about 40-Hzwidt'h. If the oscillakion frequency were
sonably valid fora simple xenon laserused in some of our about lo1" Hz as in xenon, the output could be used as
an absolute frequency standard with a stability of about
experiments based on the data of Clark [lo]. This narrowing is not too impressive, and decreasing 7 by orders four parts in loi3. Similar calculations can be carried out
of magnitude does not help much, since the dependence for the limiting line shape in a laser incorporating discrete rat,her t,han continuous
losses.
on 7 involves a logarit,hm and a square root..
The preceding discussion suggests thatsuperradiant
A possible scheme for reducing the ultimate line width
is to place attenuators between sections of the amplifying lasers could be useful as extremelyst.ablefrequency
standards. Some practical limitations on suchasystem
medium [ l l ] . These would cut down theintensityto
prevent saturation without affecting the narrowing proc- should be emphasized. The intensity only approaches its
ess. Evenin sucha system, however, the spectral line limiting form a t a rate given by (12). Thus, to obtain a
width could never approach zero because there is always line width of 40 Hz for a gain constant of k e 100 m-l
broadbandbackground noise beingadded to the beam the overall lengt'h of the laser mould have to be greater
are available
by spontaneous emission. The result of the background than lo5 m.However, highergainmedia
is that the spectrum must event'ually approach a narrow and for some applications superradiant lasers should be
useful as absolute frequency standards.
limiting line shape.
The narrowestpossible line would be obtainedina
long amplifier with distributed losses which are just' sufIV. EXPERIMEKT
ficient to keep the line centper intensity somewhat, below
We describehere an experiment that has been perthe saturation intensity 1,'~s. To get a n est.imate of this formed in an effort to verify some of the conclusions of
limitinglineshapeonecanwrite(3)forsteadystate
the previous sections regarding spectral narrowing.
The
with I(y0) = l / ~ s
apparatus used for this study consisted of adc xenon
discharge having an active region of 5.5 mmdiameter
(37) and 1.1-m length. The xenon pressure was maintained
at about 5 ,u bymeans of aliquidnitrogen
trap [121.
The laser was operated as a single mirror superradiant
Thus, the appropriate value for the loss constant is
source.
cy. = go(1
ffsd.
(35)
To measure the width of the chopped superradiant
output,
we allowed it to impingeon anInAsjunction
Using thisresult,(3)awayfrom
linecentercanbe
detector.
The resulting current was then fed int,o a conwritten a t steady st,ate as
ventional RF spectrumanalyzer followed by a lock-in
0 = dY,)l(Y,) - qo(1
TSdI(Y2)
W(Y2)
(39) a,mplifier. It can be shown that under these conditions a
Gaussianopticalintensityspectrum
I([) will give rise
with the solution
to a low frequency spectrum [ 131.
(Y

+

+

+

4 )

Keeping the second-order term in the power-series expansion of g(yl) leads finally t o the intensity spectrum

Therefore, the narrowest possible line is a Lorentzian
width

of

.__

Av,,,~,, = Avh.$Tf.

(42)

If t'he gain profile is the Gaussian given by (10) then
g2 = g o 2 and the line width is simply

Lrn

+4 G,

1(t)I(t

(44)

which is also Gaussian and whose width is larger by d2
than that of I ( t ) .
A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 3 for sb current
of SO mA. This current corresponds to a gain of about
IC N 12 m-l. ThespectrumisapproximatelyGaussian
in shape with a width of about 20 MHz. Therefore, the
width of the original intensity spectrumis about 14 MHz.
The double-pass length of the laser amplifying medium
is 2.2m.Using
(12), the intensity spectrum should be
narrowed from the Doppler width by the factor d G =
4(12)(2.2) = 5.14. If theDopplerwidth were Av, =
100MHz,thentheintensityspectralwidthshouldbe
19.5 MHz which is in satisfactoryagreement with the
measured widthof 14 MHz. Thediscrepancy, if significant,
could be due t o a small amount of nonresonant feedback
scattered back into the laser. Care was also necessary to
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Fig. 3. Superradiant output spectrum for an 80-mA
discharge current with 5-MHz/div dispersion.

spectral width varies inversely as the square root of distance at long distances. I n a homogeneously broadened
amplifier saturation slows the narrowing process, while
inaninhomogeneouslybroadened
amplifier saturation
restores the line to its original inhomogeneous lineshape.
Narrowedamplifiers
are useful inspectroscopy,gain
measurements, and anywhere a stable absolute frequency
standard is needed.
Analogous results are obtained for laser oscillators
if
the coordinate z is replaced by the time coordinate &/no.
One finds that the spectrum of an abruptly started laser
oscillatorshould
be anarrowingGaussian
thatapproachesultimatelyanarrowlimitingLorentzian
line
because of spontaneous emission. The narrowing in this
case resultsfromtheFabry-Perottransmission
resonances of the oscillator. Nonresonant oscillators operated
near threshold mayalso be useful as frequency standards.
Nonresonance can be obtained by makingthe cavity long
so that the modes are closely spaced or by replacing one
of the cavity mirrors with a scatterer [14].
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Fig. 4.

Spectral width versus ti-”*.

preventresonantfeedback,whichcouldresult,for
example, from reflections off the detector. Resonant feedback led to longitudinal modes, which could be detected
as periodic intensity fluctuations as the single mirror was
scanned longitudinally.
Some experimental data are collected in Fig. 4.According to (12) thesuperradiant line widthshould be inversely proportional t o the square root of the gain constant, which is in satisfactory agreement with the data.
Line width data have not been obtained for lower values
of gain because of the limited sensitivity of our detection
system. At higher levels of gain the laser amplifier inevitably began to oscillate so that again meaningful data
could not be obtained. These are only preliminary results
and more refined experiments are in progress.
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V. CONCLUSION

It has been showninthispaper
that againprofile
which is quadratic in frequency near its maximum can
support a narrowing Gaussian radiation spectrum. The

